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This is a well written and presented manuscript. All the component sections are well 

drafted. The statistical analysis is appropriate and result presentation in prose and 

figures are acceptable. Article citations are current and relevant to the topic. Key 

findings in this study are that long noncoding RNA RP5-881L22.5 (lncRNA 

RP5-881L22.5 is expressed more in digestive system cancers namely gastric, oesophageal 

and colorectal cancers (CRC) compared to normal tussues. Among the CRC cases, some 

had differential higher expression than others and this influenced hosts' tumour immune 

response parameters inversely whereas cancer cell invasiveness was directly correlated 

to marker expression. Thus the study suggests from its hypothesis that lncRNA 

RP5-881L22.5 could play a remarkable role in CRC carcinogenesis and progression. From 

the submission, the authors hypothesize that RNA RP5-881L22.5 has prospects of being a 

drug target in combating immune checkpoints mounted by tumour cells. Other possible 

pathogenetic roles may become clear with additional studies.These conclusions are well 
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attention.  1. Authors need to provide keywords for the study. 2. Acronyms need to be 

stated in full meaning when first used to make reading and understanding smooth and 

easy. One that may be easily overlooked by the authors is in the first sentence of the 
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either way, it needs to be revised. 3. Authors should please state in the result section 
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it easier for future researchers to compare with their own observations. 4. Still on the 
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result, no difference in survival was found between high and low expressing tumors. 

However, a subset of tumours with advanced stage showed better survival despite high 

marker expression. What could explain this? 5. The citation in the result section needs 

not be there. Its absence does not alter the information provided. Authors to consider 

removing it and recasting the sentence. 6. Authors to please revisit the reference section. 

It needs to be organized to remove repetitions 

 


